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What we do 
Under the terms of the Police, Public Order and Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act 2006, as amended 

(“the Act”), we examine the manner in which non-criminal complaints about the police have been dealt 

with. 

 

How we do it 
First, we obtain the relevant information from the police and the applicant. We then use this to 

review how the complaint was dealt with by the police and we reach a conclusion on whether the 

complaint was handled to a reasonable standard. In carrying out our review, we consider factors 

such as: 

 

 whether the police carried out sufficient enquiries into the complaint; 

 whether the police response to the complaint was supported by the material information 

available; 

 whether the police adhered to the relevant policies, procedures and legal provisions in dealing 

with the complaint; 

 whether the police response was adequately reasoned; and 

 where the complaint resulted in the police identifying measures to improve their service, that 

these measures were adequate and implemented. 

 

Finally, where we deem appropriate, we give reconsideration directions, make recommendations 
and identify learning points for the police. 
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Executive Summary 

The complaints in this case arose following the applicant’s arrest at his brother’s address. 

 

The Complaints 

We have reviewed the handling of four complaints, namely that:  

 

1. officers used excessive force when arresting the applicant; 

2. officers took no action to relieve the applicant’s pain despite being aware of his health 

condition; 

3. the applicant was not informed of his arrest until he arrived at the police station, which he 

considered to be a procedural error; and 

4. the applicant was inappropriately kept in custody pending appearance at court, which he 

considered unjustified. 

 

Police Scotland’s Decision 

Police Scotland did not uphold any of the applicant’s complaints.  

 

Our Findings 

We have found that Police Scotland handled complaints 1, 2 and 3 to a reasonable standard but 

not so complaint 4.  

 

We have made two recommendations to address the shortcomings in Police Scotland’s handling 

of the complaints. In summary, we have recommended that complaint 4 be reassessed and a 

further response sent to the applicant. We have also recommended that complaints 1 and 2 be 

recorded as separate complaints.  

 

Our recommendations should be implemented by Police Scotland within two months of the date of 

this report. 
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Background 

On 18 October 2017, the applicant attended a gathering at the house of his brother, Mr A. Also in 

attendance were Mr A’s wife (Ms B) and the applicant’s wife (Ms C). Around 2340 hrs that 

evening, a neighbour called the police regarding the noise coming from Mr A’s back garden. 

Constables D and E attended Mr A’s address in relation to this call. Due to Mr A’s behaviour, the 

officers requested assistance from colleagues, which resulted in the attendance of Constables F 

and G, and Sergeants H and J. Thereafter, Constables K, L, M, N and O also arrived.  

 

Throughout the incident, the applicant attempted to calm the situation and was allowed by officers 

to speak with Mr A in an effort to placate him. However, there appears to have come a point when 

the applicant began to ignore the instructions of officers. The applicant was subsequently arrested 

for his part in the disturbance and taken to the local police station by Constables N and O. 

 

The applicant made his complaints to Police Scotland in relation to the incident on 3 November 

2017. The complaint enquiry was allocated to Chief Inspector R, who obtained the applicant’s 

statement of complaint and identified the heads of complaint on 28 February 2018. A response 

letter was sent to the applicant by Superintendent S dated 9 November 2018. 

 

Complaints 1 and 2 
 

Complaint 1 

The applicant complained that officers used excessive force when arresting him.  

 

The applicant said in his statement of complaint that his “right arm was pulled and a handcuff placed 

on [his] right wrist”. The applicant also stated that he felt that “there was no resistance being offered by 

[him], which would justify having to handcuff [him] in the first place”. 

 
Complaint 2 

The applicant complained that officers took no action to relieve his pain, despite being aware of his 

health condition.  

 

The applicant said in his statement of complaint that he explained to the officers that he suffered from 

osteoarthritis in both his shoulders and hips and that he “actually screamed with the pain” as he was 

being handcuffed and that he “continued to ask them to slacken the cuffs and this request was refused 

or ignored”. The applicant also said that during his journey to the police station “every pot hole the van 

went over caused pain in my wrists”. He said that he again asked for the handcuffs to be slackened 

when he reached the police station and that a female officer agreed to move the position of his 

handcuffs to the front, which he described as “night and day better, but the damage had already been 

done”.  
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Police Scotland’s Handling of Complaints 1 and 2 (not upheld by the police) 

Police Scotland recorded complaints 1 and 2 as a single complaint about the police, and 

Superintendent S responded to them together. He advised the applicant that Chief Inspector R 

had acknowledged that the applicant’s involvement “was very much of trying to be the 

peacekeeper and to positively influence” Mr A’s behaviour. Superintendent S said that officers 

allowed the applicant to do this both in the back garden and the police van prior to the applicant 

being arrested. 

 

Superintendent S advised the applicant that Chief Inspector R acknowledged that discretion could 

have been used in making the decision to arrest the applicant, particularly given his attempts to 

positively influence the behaviour of Mr A, and that this had been explained to the officers 

concerned. Superintendent S advised the applicant that, in not leaving the van when requested to 

do so, he had failed to follow a lawful order from the officers concerned. Superintendent S stated 

that this “provided just grounds” for the applicant’s arrest, and resulted in him “being removed from 

the van and placed in handcuffs”. 

 

Superintendent S went on to explain to the applicant that the use of handcuffs upon his arrest was 

“entirely appropriate to ensure the safety of all involved”. Superintendent S informed the applicant 

that the statements provided by the officers suggested that he had been handcuffed according to 

a “recognised and taught technique” and that “redness and bruising” was not uncommon but did 

not indicate misuse of the handcuffs. Superintendent S stated that he understood “that an ongoing 

injury may have caused [the applicant] additional pain” after the application of the handcuffs, but 

he did not consider their use excessive in this case. 

 

Superintendent S advised the applicant that the handcuffs were adjusted by a female officer prior 

to him being placed in the police van after he had complained about being in pain. He also 

advised the applicant that the officers who transported the applicant to the police station “adjusted 

their driving” to try to limit the pain felt by the applicant during the journey. He further advised the 

applicant that the handcuffs had been readjusted to the front on his arrival at the police station. 

 

Superintendent S concluded that, having taken all the information into account, the complaint was 

not upheld. 

 

Our Review of Complaint 1  

We have been provided with copies of the statements obtained during the complaint enquiry from 

the applicant, Mr A, Ms B, Ms C, Constables D, E, F, G, K, L, M, N and O, as well as Sergeants H 

and J. We have also considered Police Scotland’s Standard Operating Procedures on the Care 

and Welfare of Persons in Custody (the “Custody SOP”) and the Use of Force (the “Use of Force 

SOP”). 

 

The crux of the applicant’s complaint was that excessive force was used in the application of 

handcuffs during his arrest. As the application of handcuffs involves the use of physical force, it 

must always be justified. In this connection, the Custody SOP states that officers are “encouraged 

to consider the use of handcuffs whenever it may be necessary to ensure their own safety, the 
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safety of others or the safety of the custody”. In line with the Use of Force SOP, any “use of force 

by an individual must be the minimum amount necessary to accomplish the lawful objective” 

sought.  

 

The applicant was allowed to speak with Mr A in the police van in an attempt to calm him down, 

but was unsuccessful in this regard. Officers then asked the applicant to remove himself from the 

van, which the applicant admitted in his statement that he did not do. The applicant stated that he 

could remember “someone (a police officer) saying “right [applicant’s name] come out” and again I 

said, “give me a couple of minutes”. Superintendent S’s response accurately reflected the 

statements provided by the officers, in which the applicant is variously described as having 

“resisted” their efforts to remove him from the van, and as being “aggressive” and “obstructive” 

with officers at this point in the incident.  

 

In our view, the balance of the evidence available supports Superintendent S’s position that the 

use of handcuffs was warranted in the circumstances. We consider that Superintendent S’s 

response was adequately reasoned and supported by the material information available, and we 

find therefore that this complaint was dealt with to a reasonable standard. 

 

 

Our Review of Complaint 2 

Sergeant J said in her statement that, after the applicant “complained that the handcuffs to his rear 

were too tight”, she adjusted them, “visibly and physically checked the tightness, and [the 

applicant] verbally confirmed that the cuffs were no longer hurting”.  

 

In his statement, Constable N said that the applicant “began stating that the handcuffs were 

causing him pain”. Constable N also stated that another officer, “I am unaware of who, thereafter 

… checked for tightness … [and] informed [the applicant] that the handcuffs were not too tight and 

I informed him that he would have to keep his hands straight so as not to cause any more pain”. 

Constable N also stated said that the applicant “stated that he suffered from a condition which was 

causing pain to his joints”. Constable N added that Constable O advised the applicant that he 

would “take care whilst driving” and that the applicant should advise them “if there was any extra 

pain being caused as a result of the driving”.  

 

Constable O said in his statement that the applicant asked about the “tightness of the handcuffs, 

which was checked using the ‘pinky’ method” by an officer and “found to be sufficient”. Constable 

O stated that the applicant advised that he was “suffering from arthritis or a similar condition”, and 

that Constable O “maintained a slower than usual speed due to the male’s medical state”. 

 

Our Conclusion on Complaint 1 

We conclude that Police Scotland handled this complaint to a reasonable standard. 

No further action is required in relation to this complaint. 
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Constables D and E said in their statements that the applicant’s handcuffs were moved from the 

rear to the front when he became calm. 

 

The evidence available supports that the officers took account of the applicant’s condition and took 

various steps to lessen the effect of the handcuffs. In light of this, we consider that Superintendent 

S’s response was supported by the material information available and adequately reasoned. 

Consequently, we find that this complaint was dealt with to a reasonable standard. 

 

Complaint 3 

The applicant complained that he was not informed of his arrest until he arrived at the police station, 

which he considered to be a procedural error. 

 

Police Scotland’s Handling of Complaint 3 (not upheld by the police) 

Superintendent S informed the applicant that the police records showed that he had been arrested 

at 0042 hrs and that “multiple officers have stated that [the applicant was] told this at the time”. 

Superintendent S stated that the fact that handcuffs were applied to the applicant “clearly 

indicated that [he] was not free to go about [his] business and it would have been reasonable to 

infer at that time that [the applicant was] in custody”.  

 

Superintendent S advised that officers may not be in a position to fully explain an arrest to an 

individual when dealing with a disturbance, but must do so as soon as it becomes practical. 

Superintendent S advised the applicant that it was clear that “this was fully complied with” at the 

police station. On this basis, the applicant’s complaint was not upheld. 

 

Our Review of Complaint 3 

The statements of Constables K and L, and Sergeants H and J, refer to the applicant having been 

arrested. Constable E’s notebook records that Constable D arrested and cautioned the applicant 

at 0042 hrs. The statements of Constables D and E say that the applicant was arrested at 0042 

hrs and made no reply to the caution administered. The incident log and prosecution report also 

support that the applicant was arrested at this time.  

 

As only Constables D and E indicated that the applicant was told that he had been arrested at the 

time, the basis for Superintendent S’s suggestion that the applicant was advised of this by 

“multiple officers” is somewhat unclear. Nevertheless, we consider that the balance of the 

Our Conclusion on Complaint 2 

We conclude that Police Scotland handled this complaint to a reasonable standard. 

Notwithstanding, as it was capable of being determined independently of complaint 1, we 

recommend that Police Scotland record complaint 2 as a separate complaint about the 

police. 
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evidence available supports that the applicant was cautioned when he was arrested, and therefore 

that Superintendent S was justified in not upholding the complaint. We find as a result that this 

complaint was dealt with to a reasonable standard. 

 

 

Complaint 4 

The applicant complained that he was inappropriately kept in custody pending appearance at court, 

which he considered unjustified. 

 

Police Scotland’s Handling of Complaint 4 (not upheld by the police) 

Superintendent S advised the applicant that he was satisfied that the correct procedures were 

followed at the time of the applicant’s arrest. He advised the applicant that, in general terms, adult 

co-accused persons would be held in custody to appear at court at the same time. Superintendent 

S also advised the applicant that, as his brother “was always going to appear at court from 

custody, it followed that as a co-accused [the applicant] would also”.  

 

Superintendent S explained that rule changes made in January 2018 may have resulted in the 

applicant being released after charge and reported to the court in an alternative manner. However, 

based on the regulations in place at the time of the applicant’s arrest, Superintendent S did not 

uphold the complaint. 

 

Our Review of Complaint 4 

We have considered the applicant’s custody record, as well as the Custody SOP and the Lord 

Advocate’s Guidelines on Liberation by Police, which provide details of how decisions should be 

made regarding whether an individual should be held in custody. 

 

The Custody SOP states that the Lord Advocate’s Guidelines “must be consulted in respect of 

liberating persons either for undertaking or when detaining a custody for court on the next lawful 

day”. The Lord Advocate’s Guidelines state that it may be appropriate to liberate an accused 

person on a written undertaking “where a co-accused is detained in custody but there is no 

justification for keeping all accused in custody (with the undertaking being to appear in court on 

the same day as those accused detained in custody)”. 

 

The applicant’s custody record notes that he was arrested for his part in the disturbance that took 

place at Mr A’s address, and that the applicant had “made threats towards neighbours”. The 

applicant’s custody record also details that he was being held in custody to appear in court as he 

Our Conclusion on Complaint 3 

We conclude that Police Scotland handled this complaint to a reasonable standard.  

No further action is required of Police Scotland in relation to this complaint.  
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was “likely to re-offend”. Having examined all the information provided by Police Scotland in 

relation to the incident, we can see no evidence that the applicant made any threats towards 

anyone, nor anything to suggest that there were any concerns that he was likely to re-offend. Why 

those comments might feature on the applicant’s custody record is therefore entirely unclear. 

Indeed, the remark about threats towards neighbours appears to relate to the actions of Mr A 

rather than the applicant. 

 

In addition, while Superintendent S advised the applicant that he was satisfied that “the correct 

procedures” were followed, he did not provide the applicant with any explanation of what those 

procedures were. This was a fundamental shortcoming in the response.  

 

In light of the above points, we consider that Superintendents S’s response was not adequately 

reasoned and we find that the complaint was not dealt with to a reasonable standard.  

 

 

What happens next 

We have made two recommendations. These should be completed within two months of the date of 

this report. We will continue to liaise with Police Scotland until we consider that the recommendations 

have been implemented. 

 

Ann McGruer 

Review Officer 

 

Peter Innes 

Senior Review Officer 

 

Our Conclusion on Complaint 4 

We conclude that Police Scotland did not handle this complaint to a reasonable standard. 

We recommend that Police Scotland reassess the applicant’s complaint in light of the 

observations made above, and thereafter issue a fresh response to the applicant. The 

response should refer to the Lord Advocate’s Guidelines, explain the procedures that were 

followed and address the comments noted on the applicant’s custody record.  

If the decision to keep the applicant in custody was based on practical considerations or an 

effort to expedite the legal process for him, this should be explained in the response. 

Finally, the response should make clear to the applicant whether his complaint is upheld. 


